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Comments:  
 
 

We did not really even touch on most of the readings, especially in the lectures.   
The readings were the backbone of the course in terms of supplying IR theory and historical examples and were 
very helpful for me in constructing my arguments for essays. Discussion sections with the TA's helped students to 
develop simplified articulations of the primary relevant contributions of each reading to the overall trajectory of the 
course, but the lectures seemed somewhat disconnected from readings at times. The overall structure of the 
lectures and essay assignments was helpful however in developing a coherent emphasis on high quality rhetorical 
expression of international relations theory. I found the essay assignments to be quite beneficial for me in 
developing my understanding, but the resulting grades did not seem to match the effort that I put in on a weekly 
basis, in comparison with other courses that I have taken at Notre Dame.  

Readings were largely engaging and informative  
The weekly essays took time to adjust. However, the evidence section always seemed to require some degree of 
outside knowledge not covered in lecture. It would have been helpful if there was more instructions on that. The 
readings are relevant and complement the lectures well, usually very manageable. Sometimes the lectures feel a 
bit rushed, but the structure of every lecture is the same which is very helpful.   

The once a week essay made me a better writer.  
The provided materials in his supplemental packet are plenty enough to make decent responses to the essay 
prompts. When external research is necessary, the professor points you in good directions.   
Sometimes the readings were hard to approach, but lecture and discussion cleared up questions. All the readings 
gave me a strong basis to go into lecture, and the papers helped solidify what we learned that week.  

Lectures helped me understand the readings a lot better  
The readings and lectures covered different things but complemented each other well. The weekly essays greatly 
improved my writing.  
The readings and essays were incredibly challenging but, as I mentioned above, incredibly educational. I feel 
confident that Professor Parent's material selections and course assignments have effectively prepared me for a 
future as a political science major.   

The readings were helpful for the most part during class time and class discussion.   
I thought the readings always correlated well to the weekly essays and the more you would do, the stronger base 
you would have which would only help more in the upcoming weeks.   

The readings were extremely helpful in preparing us for the weekly essays, midterm and final.  

They all helped me learn somewhat.  

The readings were helpful, the lectures most often weren't.  
The readings, lectures, and assignments were lined up well and organized in a nice order to walk students through 
the content logically.  

I think all facets of this course improved my understanding of the material in an important and unique way.  

The readings really helped me understand the weekly essay questions.   

brought new information to my understanding and forced me to assimilate it effectively.  
The discussions have greatly enhanced my learning, but I wish the readings were discussed more by the professor 
in class  
The readings for this course were great because they correlated exactly with the material. I think they were a bit 
too long and took upwards of 2-3 hours to complete them thoroughly before class.   

The instructor doesn't need to improve the course or their approach.   
The readings were all related to each lessons' topic, and helped deepen our understanding of them prior to in-
class lectures. The weekly essays also helped to actually engage with the readings and assignments in ways that 
made sure we were actually thinking about and engaging with the content.  
I thought the readings were sometimes not applicable to the lectures/assignments. However, the discussion 
section often clarified them.  

Lectures were very helpful   

They helped me to further understand the information I was learning in the lecture hall.   
Readings: Readings were too long and could often be summarized into about a sentence of actual information that 
we needed to learn from it.  Lectures: informative but sometimes included tangents and always went over time. 
Were very helpful in writing essays. Essays: Were helpful in forcing us to apply the theory that we had learned in 
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class to actual real world situations. Being due at 6PM on a Friday was annoying especially with how important 
discussion was to writing them but they are a really good way of forcing us to learn concepts.  

Very well  
The readings seemed excessive and the lectures were hard to follow. Discussion sections on Fridays really helped 
understand the readings better. The weekly essays were manageable but it would be nice to spend time in class 
reviewing the structure of the essays because I never got an A on anything in this class.  
As an older student taking this course, I found the strict requirements on the essay writing to be very limiting. At 
times it appeared to me that the grades were based on right vs wrong, not on the students ability to form an 
argument or convey an opinion. Encourage more original thought and creativity in essays.   
The weekly essay assignments are time consuming, labor intensive, and provide an excellent means by which to 
effectively synthesize the material from course readings. These assignments were one of my favorite components 
of the course, but provided a significant challenge to me over the course of the semester. Though the impact of 
these assignments was overall quite positive, the grades that I received made it more difficult to motivate myself at 
times. Rather than encouraging me to do better, low grades influenced me to consider skipping two of the essays 
in order to save time, as I was able to drop my lowest grades, and did not anticipate a grade above a B no matter 
how hard I tried to follow instructions and produce high quality material. Two of the essays were full-length (no 
word limit) essays, but the credit received for these assignments was the same as the credit received for 500 word 
weekly essays. I think the low grades could also have been mitigated by staggering readings and essay prompts, 
as we would then have a week following the pertinent discussion to write our essays (as opposed to submitting the 
essays about 6 hours after our discussion on the relevant readings).  
The explicit connection between the readings' purpose and the topic of each class was not always apparent. The 
discussion section was often more helpful than classes as a point of clarification on the main ideas and thinkers 
involved in each subtopic.   
Sometimes he talks so incredibly fast, although I understand we have limited time. He also feels very strongly 
about his stance on certain IR topics and put more effort into teaching them. I think maybe some sort of visual to 
aid his teaching would be very helpful.   

Going on fewer tangents.  

Some of the topics could of been described in greater detail.  

None  
He should incorporate some form of slides into his lectures. I found his lectures very hard to follow. He speaks very 
fast and rarely repeats himself. Without a Powerpoint, I felt very lost in the lecture, and discussion sections were 
the only thing that helped me understand the material. Some of the readings did not seem an appropriate difficulty 
level for an intro course. The language was too niche and complex. I think he would benefit from assigning easier 
readings, and incorporating slides. I spoke with many of my peers, and they agreed that lectures moved way too 
fast. I also wish that the test was not based around a single question, as I do not feel that this is representative of 
our understanding of course material.  
Sometimes went too fast, but considering class was 50 minutes it does make sense. I feel like 75 minute lectures 
would suit the class better. More office hour opportunities would have been nice.  

Starts class early and finishes late  Speaks too quickly  use board more often Do not be as arrogant   
Not sure if structuring each lecture as a paper is the best way to disperse the knowledge to the students. I also 
wish there was a larger discussion of what we were supposed to get from each assigned reading and more 
connection to the weekly paper.  
I have very few notes for improvement. The only ones would be: 1) uploading lecture notes or cutting the lectures 
a little bit, as they are usually too swift to fully follow along and 2) standardizing the grading system between TAs 
earlier in the semester. Otherwise, he was fantastic!   
Professor Parent could improve his teaching by speaking much more slowly. He speaks very fast during lecture 
and sometimes it was difficult to write down the key points of his lecture for future study.   
The only thing I could think of is slowing down a bit on the definitions - the pace is generally fine for the overall 
class but on definitions where we might want to copy down word for word, it could be nice to have it done slowly.   
It's kind of difficult to receive specific feedback from him regarding my assignments considering he only grades the 
final, so I wish I had more targeted feedback from him throughout the course.  

Speak about the assigned 'short essay question of the week' more often in class.  
I find Professor Parent very impersonal at times. There were not many opportunities for office hours to get to know 
the professor.  
At times, the lectures were hard to understand. Fast-paced teaching is understandable and expected, but I think 
he could do a slightly better job at explaining certain concepts that total beginners to IR would not know more 
slowly and thoroughly.  
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Sometimes it feels like Prof. Parent forgets this is an intro to IR class... It would have been more helpful if he had 
been able to "dumb it down" a little more and give us more background info. His lectures, although interesting, 
would have been more helpful if they took the structure of a typical lecture rather than a persuasive argument.  
Sometimes the phrasing and diction used can be too vague and needs more detail to be clearer and more 
applicable.  
Prof. Parent talked very fast in class and often some of us were too scared to interrupt and ask him to repeat 
anything, ESPECIALLY a definition. I know we have a lot of content to run through but overall I would just suggest 
that each time he defined a term (such as during the groundwork portion of the lecture) that he would repeat the 
definition at least once.  
I understand the reason for having us read entire papers in order to gain the whole context of each argument, but 
sometimes it felt like I was reading a 25 page paper where only 5 pages was actively important detail. I think if the 
readings were trimmed down slightly, it would help me to better concentrate on what was most important and it 
would also make the overall out-of-class workload more manageable, as this class was by far my hardest this 
semester.   
The format of each lecture was confusing in the beginning of the semester and then I got used to the structure 
towards the end.   

more flexibility with essay structures  

I would like more time to go over critical concepts in class  
I think that a times it was difficult to go to Professor Parent and discuss class with him because I was a bit 
intimidated by him and his experience. I struggled to grasp the outline of the essays and why I could never seem to 
get it right.  

The instructor doesn't need to improve the course or their approach.   
Perhaps repeating long definitions or any sentences that a student may not be able to write down after only 
hearing once.  
Sometimes, he was so smart and talked so fast that I had a hard time following along in class. I had a hard time 
connecting to what he was saying sometimes because of how smart he is and was unable to grasp the marerial   
It would be great if Professor Parent provided some sort of way to access lecture notes outside of class. The class 
is very fast-paced, which isn't necessarily bad as it stimulates thought, but certain things get missed.  
It was often hard to follow his lectures because he uses so many analogies, metaphors, and overall confusing 
language. Thus, I found myself often not understanding what his full point or conclusion was. I was also not a huge 
fan of how much he cursed, as not doing so is simply my personal preference.   

The weight of the assignments on the syllabus is very unfair   

He could talk slower   
Going on fewer tangents. Sometimes during class, Professor Parent will talk about a very minute detail of certain 
theory, or even something loosely related to the theory for an extended period of time. While it does show his great 
knowledge of the field, it also takes time away from what we need to know for the weekly essays and exams.  

Scattered lectures, made the class intensely difficult  
It would be a bit easier to understand the material and general theme of the lecture if the instructor didn't go on 
tangents about other things in the middle of the lecture. Sometimes the use of big words or advanced subjects 
made the entire lecture hard to follow and retain.  

passonate about his teaching  
Professor Parent consistently provided engaging and informative lectures. Additionally, the readings chosen for 
this course are a particular draw for me, as professor Parent's course provided me with the opportunity to explore 
a broad range of contributions to the field of international relations. I particularly appreciated professor Parent's 
impartiality and emphasis on clearly defined rhetorical skills that applied to all aspects of our work throughout the 
semester (writing, reading, and taking notes in lecture).  

Prof. Parent is an engaging lecturer and imparts on students the complexity and breadth of the material.   
He is very knowledgeable about the material and comes prepared every class with a very intense lecture. He 
encourages us to go to office hours and answers questions in class. He's very passionate about IR and loves 
teaching it.   
He's extremely knowledgeable, he clearly has a passion for the field and knows the course material like the back 
of his hand.  

The lectures were interesting.  
One of the best professors I have ever had. Prof. Parent is a highly effective, knowledgeable teacher that offers 
great insight in all fields that we may encounter in Political Science.   

He is very knowledgable about International Relations. His lecture notes always seemed very well prepared.  
The most informative lectures I have ever had. No useless/extraneous detail. Everything was relevant and 
applicable to both assignment and life in general. Lectures are engaging and always interesting.  
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Very smart guy, who shared some nice tips about life in general.. has consistency in his teaching   
The amount of knowledge I receive from sitting in your lectures is extremely high. Your style also keeps everyone 
very engaged.  

Professor Parent presented his lectures in an engaging an un-dry way.   
Though inarguably the most difficult class I have taken at Notre Dame thus far, Professor Parent was incredibly 
successful at engaging the class, creating effective and compelling lectures/arguments, and ultimately facilitating 
my understanding of international relations. His classroom presence was exciting and encouraged students to 
remain engaged. His material selections were superb, and I truly believe that the reading for this class alone was 
90% of my total learning this semester.   
Professor Parent's greatest strength is that he is able to retain a set structure for every class lecture and 
discussion.   
I thought Professor Parent's teaching style was really engaging. The analogies he would use and the informal way 
he taught really helped me understand the material which could have otherwise been rather complicated/dense.   

He is really well informed and his lectures were incredibly informative and interesting.  

His ability to speak outside of class and form a connection with his students.   

Each class is very well prepared and designed.  

Professor Parent knows his stuff. His lectures are engaging and the course readings are relevant and interesting.   
Prof. Parent is well-versed in basically everything having to do with IR, which is pretty cool and means that in his 
lectures he is able to draw on a lot of evidence.  
The greatest strengths of Professor Parent's teaching is his clear well-versed nature in the content, combined with 
his personable teaching style which makes it easier for students to understand the material.  
This class is definitely the most intellectually challenging course I have taken in college so far. I am always 
engaged and excited to see what Prof. Parent is wearing on any given day.  
I really like his lecture style and think he presents all of the arguments in a very cohesive way. Considering the 
amount of content we've gone through this semester, I think the class was organized extremely well and in a way 
that flows logically. He is also a very engaging speaker.   

Professor Parent's greatest strength is his accessibility outside of class.  

the clarity of his lectures  

I enjoy the set up of the lectures  
Professor Parent did a great job organizing his course and going in depth on all of the important International 
Relations theories. He was available outside of class and is very knowledgeable about this course.   

 The greatest strengths include helping students and ensuring they're on track.   

Makes the subject matter interesting, and can throw in good jokes.   
Professor Parent is one of the smartest people I have ever met. I often describe his brain as a computer, and his 
knowledge about IR was inspiring to me.   
Professor Parent is extremely well-read. This translates well in his teaching by exposing us students to a number 
of scholars in the field.  
He is incredibly interesting to listen to as he is clearly a very educated person. He is also very relatable to the mind 
of college students in the jokes and references he made.  

Very interesting to listen to and engages students well  

Keeps everyone engaged   
Professor Parent's greatest strength is his knowledge in the field of international relations. He knows a lot about 
every theory and every paradigm which makes his lectures very informative.  

Engaging readings, ensured that we had a deep understanding of IR topics  
Follows a clear structure that is organized. The instructor shares the necessary information based on organized 
outline provided at the beginning of each class.   
I think Professor Parent is a really smart person who was able to help me develop my critical thinking and explore 
world politics from a new point of view.   

 


